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correction of natural astigmatism maria vinas*, lucie sawides, pablo de gracia, susana marcos instituto de o´
ptica, consejo superior de investigaciones cientı ... perceptual adaptation to inverted, reversed, and
displaced ... - psychological review 1965, vol. 72, no. 6, 419-444 perceptual adaptation to inverted, reversed,
and displaced vision1 charles samuel harris university of pennsylvania influence of concurrent and
terminal exposure conditions ... - journal of experimental psychology 1971, vol. 91. no. 2, 233-239
influence of concurrent and terminal exposure conditions on the nature of perceptual adaptation 1 visual
adaptation and face perception - facelab - visual adaptation and face perception ... of perceptual
attributes like colour. the nature and basis for human colour vision have been studied extensively, and we
draw on ideas and principles that have been developed to account for norms and normalization in colour vision
to consider potential similarities and differences in the representation and adaptation of faces. keywords: face
perception ... perceptual and neural consequences of rapid motion adaptation - perceptual and neural
consequences of rapid motion adaptation davis m. glassera, james m. g. tsuib, christopher c. packb, and duje
tadina,1 acenter for visual science, department of brain and cognitive sciences, university of rochester,
rochester, ny 14627; and bmontreal neurological institute, independent adaptation mechanisms for
numerosity and size ... - naturescientificreports independent adaptation mechanisms for numerosity and
size perception provide evidence against a common sense of magnitude giovanni anobile1, david c. burr2,3,
marika iaia4, chiara v. marinelli4,5, paola angelelli4 & ... adaptation and perceptual norms - semantic
scholar - adaptation and perceptual norms michael a. webster*, maiko yasuda, sara haber, deanne leonard,
nicole ballardini department of psychology / 296, university of nevada-reno, reno nv 89557, usa nature of
perception - peopleych.ucsb - 1974-75 the nature of perceptual experience jack loomis this is an essay
concerned with the nature of perceptual experience. 9 adaptation and the phenomenology of perception
- 9 adaptation and the phenomenology of perception michael a. webster, john s. werner, and david j. field 9.1
introduction to what extent do we have shared or unique perceptual experiences? the nature of adaptation
in distance perception based on ... - the nature ofadaptation in distance perception based on oculomotor
cues* hans wallach and karl josef frey swarthmore college, swarthmore,pennsylvania 19081 and katharine
anne bode educational testing service, princeton, new jersey 08540t in previous work by the senior authors,
brief adaptation to glasses that changed the accommodation and convergence with which objects were seen
resulted in ... adaptation to three- dimensional distortions in human vision - adaptation to threedimensional distortions in human vision we ndy j. adams 1, martin s. banks 2 and raymond van ee 3
1department of psychology, university of glasgow, 58 hillhead street, glasgow, more evidence for
sensorimotor adaptation in color perception - sensorimotor adaptation can be deﬁned as a perceptual
adaptation whose effects depend on the occurrence and nature of the performed motor actions. examples of
sensorimotor adaptation can be found in the literature on prisms concerning several adaptation
decorrelates shape representations - article adaptation decorrelates shape representations marcelo g.
mattar 1,5, maria olkkonen2,3, russell a. epstein1 & geoffrey k. aguirre 4 perception and neural responses are
modulated by sensory history. perceptual consequences of face viewpoint adaptation: face ... functional role of face viewpoint adaptation was not only to adjust the boundary of our perceptual categories
but also to modulate the performance of our face view discrimination, highlighting the adaptive nature of face
coding.
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